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UCF's defense comes up big in decisive victory over Carson-Newman -p.20
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Humor can help college
students laugh and learn
Special to the Future
College Press Service

•

•

When students walk into Joe
Walenciak' s economics class at John
Brown University in Siloam
Springs, Ark., the last thing they
want to hear is a lengthy, stale lecture on utility theory.
Some are bored with the topic.
Others, who have heard horror stories nbout the subject's difficulty,
are intimidated. So, Walenciak,
chairman ofJohn Brown's division
of business, tells a story to illustrate
utility theory-the theory that more
is always better, that you never can
be satisfied.
''A kid I knew sat in a van at
a church youth group meeting and
ate so much pizza that he threw up
all over the van ," said Walenciak.
The class laughs.
"He definitely was satiated
with pizza."
The class laughs again.
"So more is not always better," he says and launches into an
explanation of utility theory using
the gluttonous boy as a recurring
example. The students in the class.
even those who were puzzled at the
tart of his story, look like they
understand. And they are amused,
too.
Ron Brown, a physics professor at the State University of New
York-Oswego, uses similar tactics.
But he tells jokes. Heard about the
Jestaurant on the moon? Great ser-

vice hut no atmosphl!re. What about
the orchestra leader who stuck his
baton in an electrical socket? Nothing happened to him because he
was a poor conductor.
·'Surethat'scomy, buclcan ' t
help it," says Brown. "Look, would
. you rather have me write a formula
on the board and say, 'Know this,
or you flunk?' Physicsdoesn'thave
to be boring and dull and uninteresting. It should be fun."
Both Walenciak and Brown
share the sentiments of growing
number of professors across the
nation who use humor as a teaching tool in their classes. When top. ics get dry and attention spans start
to wane, humor can liven it up and
make ~tudents understand better.
'This might sound paradoxical, but busy students often get a
bit droopy-eyed no matter' how
dynamic a presentation is," said
Chris Curran, a biology lecturer at
the ·university of Cincinnati's
Evening College. "A few laughs
here and there help them to concentrate better."
Professors use different techniques. One law professor occasionally dresses I ike Elvi s or
Batman. Another shows segments
from Star Wars and the Wizard of
Oz to teach leadership theories.
And the Rev. John Naus, a
Marquette University philosophy,
'dons a clown suit and makes three
students stand up and tell jokes

see HUMOR, page 2

Tobacco files .on the Net
Special to the Future
College Press Service
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During a Delta Upsilon"ringing in ceremony" at Alpha Delta Pi's house, John Dbournik
is tossed in the air to ex ress the frat's excitement over its successful rush.

•
TheatreUCF opens with a twist on Hamlet -p. 1

If you are doing some research
on tobacco use, you might want to
check out a University of CalifomiaSanFranciscositeon thelntemet that's
loaded with more than 8,000 pages or
data from the Brown & Williamson
Tobacco Company.
Not that the people at Brown &
Williamson want you to see its 30year-old documents that claim nicotine is an addictive drug. It is just that
they don ' t have any choice.
Thanks to a recent court ruling
from the California State Supreme
Court, UCSF professor Stanton Glantz
has been given the green light to publish the third largest tobacco company's
research files on the Net.
You may not have heard of
Glantz before. The specialist in tobacco and heart function has become a
major critic of the tobacco industry
these past few years, and his creden-

News
Opinion
Classifieds
Features
Sports

tials as a tobacco industry foe .rose
considerably last year when he unexpectedly received more than 8,000
pages of Brown & Williamson research at his UCSF office. The Federal
Express crate was sent by a"Mr.Butts.''
- Armed with his new know!~
edge, Glantz tried to find a way to let
others know what Brown &
Wi 11 iamson knew for the past 30 years,
including some damaging data from
in-house tests that linked smoking to
addiction and disease. But when Glantz
tried to post his information on the
Internet, the company filed a lawsuit,
claiming Glantz was posting stolen
material that was being placed out of
context. After a few months of legal
wrangling, Glantz prevailed.
''I just want people to see the
information," said Glantz. "They can
make their own decisions."
- The Brown & Willliam son
documents can be found on the World
Wide
Web
at
http://
www.library.ucsf.edu/tobacco.
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Tuesday Knight ·Live: SAK ~he_ater Sports (Comedy)
Student Activities Center 8:06 p.m.
Wensday 13
. Movie: This Bofs Life
Student Activities Center 6:30 p.m. & 9:00 p.m.
Thursday 14
Volunteer Week Speaker
Sunday 17 ,
Movie: _· Hi_gher Learning
.
Student Activities Center 6:30 p.m. & 9:00 p.m.
Monday 18
Speaker: Katie Koestner (Sexual Assault Network)
Student Center Auditorium 7:00 p.m.
Tuesday 19
Tuesday Knight Live: John Pinette (Comedy)
Student Activities Center 9:00 p.ni.
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Humor leads to better concenbation in the classroom

from HUMOR, page 1
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each day.
It wakes them up, and then we
go onto heavier stuff," says Naus, a
Jesuit priest who teaches 'The Philosophy of Humor."
Besideskeepingtheclasslively,
humor in education fulfills at least
three other goals. First, it helps relax
students, especially those intimidated
by or scared of certain subjects.
Walenciak teaches students majoring
in business-related fields, but many
times, for instance an accounting major fears economics.
"I think some people come into
classes and are intimidated by math or

in St. Louis.
Just as a comedian cannot be
taught to be funny, instructing teachers on how to use humor is difficult.
''It's something that comes with
the personality," says Finch. "Some
people can't pull it off. For others it
comes so naturally. It's who they are."
· ButChipPaucek,a 1992political communications graduate of
George Washington University, says
professors without a funnybone do
nothave to approach traditionally bor- .
ing subjects in a dry manner.
Paucek and several fellow
graduates began making funny, Cliff
Notes-like instructional videos to teach
collegestµdents economics, statistics,

finance and other traditionally tough
subjects. His company, Cerebellum
Corp., of Vienna, Va., has produced
five videos that incorporate stand-up
lessons with parodies of "Saturday
Night Live" skits and running jokes.
"How else can you learn a lot of
calculus or finance or statistics in two
hours and enjoy it?" explains Paucek,
whose tapes are available at more than
440 stores. 'This really is a new approach." Paucek and many of the professors agree that humor can save time
for both the students and the insLructor. Chris Curran of the University of
Cincinnati explained that many of her
lectures simply provide a foundation
the allows students to tackle the detail

theory;hesay~1ftheycanrelaxand ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ '
1t

•

•

give themselves a chance, I think they
do better."
Difficul tmaterial tends to make
students tense up and worry about
jotting down everything the teacher
says. But a joke thrown in allows the
students to catch up on their notes and
actually laugh at a stressful time. As I,
Curran says, "A quick aside can help I
refocus their attention on the critical
concept you're covering."
James D. Gordon III, the
Brigham Young Jaw professor and
Elvis impersonator, says when he
teaches legal writing he tries to make
the topic as scintillating as possible.
Dressed as a surgeon, he demonstrates
how he dissects the English language.
Wearing Brigham Youngfootball gear
lets him tackle poor penmanship. But
why Elvis?
''To trim the fat out of legal
writing," say Gordon.
Humor also helps students re, member material. If a professor attaches a joke or funny experiment to a
theory or problem, the student will
first remember the humor in an illustration or example and then will recall
the academic point the professor made.
However, humor can backfire,
especia11y when it is forced, warns
Mary El Jen Finch, dean of the School
of Education at Maryville University

Grand Opening Special
$5 off Full Set ·of Nails
$39.951 month unlimited tanning
1 free tan with full set of nails

swears in
new.cadets

1-800-KAP-TEST

On Wednesday, Aug. 30, the
UCF Army Reserve Officer Training
Corp's conducted an activation ceremony recognizing new cadet training officers. In addition, prospective
Army officers were sworn in.
During the ceremony, Lt. Col.
EdwardEarIHamptonkeptwithArmy
tradition by passing the UCF colors to
Dr. EdNeighbor,Associatevice-president of Academic Affairs. The two
also celebrated the upcoming ground
breaking ceremony for a new training
facility to benefit both the UCF Almy
ROTC and the UCF Air Force ROTC
programs.
Anny ROTC is responsible for
training future officers through a variety ofleadershipdevelopment courses
that incorporate classroom instruction
and field training exercises designed
to buildconfidencein leadership. Anny
ROTC Cadets experience the best
training the Almy has to offer. challenging recruits both mentally and
phy ically to "Be all they can be."
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1-800-2-COUNCIL
1-800-226-8624
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More students take Kaplan's courses every
year tnan any other test prep company's.
Call us today to find out why.

David Jaszewski, Cdt. Cpt.
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face to another)," says Curran. "I gave
the definition, talked about snake on
the highway, but he was still drawing
a blank. So, I walked up and placed my
icy hand on his warm cheek and "aid,
·Get it now?' Of course he did."

found in the text. If she can go over a
simple concept, itgiveshermoretime
to focus on tougher material.
"Onestudentjustcouldn'tgrasp
the concept of conduction (the direct
transfer of heat energy from one sur-
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KAPLAN
The answer to the test question.
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Make a unique and personal contribuUon to another
·
. family's happiness:
Healthy women between ages 21 and: 33
are needed to donate eggs for infertile couples.
·Compensation provided. All donors are anonymous.

Call Mary or Michelle at 896- 7575

for information.
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AT ATHEATRE NEAR YOU

WELCOME BACK TO UCF
STUDENTS AND FACULTY
AMERICA'S VALUE MENU
OPEN AFTER MIDNIGHT

RECEIVE

1Oo/o DISCOUNT WITH VALID UCF l.D..

r---------------,
FREE SUB

I
BUY ANY FULL SIZE SUB
I
I
. AND GET A JUNIOR FREE
I.
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I
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MIAMI SUBS GRILL:
I
UCF
ALAFAYA
I
I
12201 UNIVERSITY BLVD.
11860 E COLONIAL DR.
I
ORLANDO, FL 32825
ORLANDO, FL 32820
I COUPON EXPIRES 10-31-95
I
L NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER. LIMIT ONE COUPON PER VISIT. I

______________ ..
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FREE 20oz
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I
WITH PURCHASE OF GYRO
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OR CHICKEN PITA
I
I
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I
UCF
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I
I
12201 UNIVERSITY BLVD.
11860 E COLONIAL DR.
I
ORLANDO, FL 32825
ORLANDO, FL 32820
I COUPON EXPIRES 10-31-95
I
L NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER. LIMIT ONE COUPON PER VISIT. I
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Tuesday night live

Send 'fbe Cenlral Florida Future email:
cf future @gdi.net
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.I Loans
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.I Grants

CALL FOR A FREE MESSAGE
ON LINE SERVICES 407-330-7980

CB&,S Bookstore
East Orlando.' s Largest Bookstore
Featuring:
W 30% off New York Times Bestsellers
W 10% off Hardback Books
W Special Orders & Quantity Discounts
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In conjunction with the Campus Activities Board, Mark Britton displays his unique
sense of humor to a crowd in the Wild Pizza last Tuesday night. CAB will be presenting a comedian every Tuesday night at S:Oop·.m. during the fall semester.
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College Book & Supply
For College Textbooks, Supplies and Memorabilia
Open Mon-Fri 8:30am-6pm Sat 1Oam-4pm
12209 University Blvd.• (407) 249 - 0855

Surprise
When vou stav awake in class, vou tend to learn more. (Unless you have an uncannv talent
of learning through osmosis.) So don't let f~t~ue get in the way of your A, Revive with Vivarin®.
One tablet has the same amount of caffeine as about two cups of coffee.
And it's just as safe. Hey, anything is possible, if you're up for it.
b ' I SmrthK/1,.. 8-cbam

©1995 ~Consumer Healthcare

Use only as directed.
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Revive with Vivarin~
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NEGRIL, JAMAICA
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Coming Next Issue:
O David Swartz, Jr., A Little
Twi$t, with more tickling
tidbits

o

D~n Griffin, The Liberal

Media, tarks about himself
O Alana Kelly, The Female
Perspective, talks about two
women raising children
O Guest Writers and Letters
to the Editor
The Central Florida Future welcomes your
letters and article. Submissions may be mailed ,
fax~d, e-mailed, or brought to our offices. Call for
details. Call now. Call often.

I

Humorist destroys phone in research test
So there l was sitting in
front of my computer, staring
at a blank screen hoping that an
idea fora humor column would
magically pop into my head.
As all great writers and philosophers know, the finest
thoughts come when you're sit- ~~~~~~~~~
ting motionless and completely bored. I looked around the
room at least a dozen times, closely studying inanimate
objects lying around, desperately searching for an insight.
Hey, look-a light switch. The funny thing about light
switches-nope; there's nothing funny about light switches.
Then I looked at my telephone and got to thinking:
Telephones are amazing pieces of technology. Just think, simply by pressing
seven digits you can talk to someone
across town. By pressing something like
1298 numbers you can contact sorneone
on the other side of the world and kindly
say, "Hi. I'm calling from America.-How
are you?" They won't answer of course;
they don't speak English. By the way,
I've always been surprised that everyone
in the world do(!sn 'tspeakEnglish. Judging from what I've seen on Star Trek, half
the galaxy speaks English.
Anyway, my point is that technology is all around us,
and telephones are marvels of technology. I was sure that
inside the phone there were complex arrays of transistors and
diodes and elaborate wiring systems. I wanted to be positive
though, so I took it apart. After prying open the case and
hearing a distinctive cracking sound, I realized that I was right;
there were indeed various electronic gadgets all working
together to fonn a really handy oevice.
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hand). These devices will let you know, with great accuracy,
exactly where you are in the world. They would be useful if
you were stuck in the middle of the desert orifyou were in isle
eight of WalMart and had no idea how to get to Lhe Sporting
Goods section.
Without a doubt, personal computers are currently the
most popular fom1 of new technology.
Every week or so the computer industry
comes out with a faster and more powerful computer. The latest microprocessor,
the Pentium, is said to run up to I 00
million calculations every second (Please
note that I successfully used the word
"microprocessor" in a sentence). The
only downside to the chip, up until recently, was that it couldn't divide numbers very accurately. Computer scientists would often shout, "Sure it gets the
wrong answer, butitgetsthewronganswerREALLYFAST!! !"
Comput~rs and satellites are bringing more infonnation
to us than ever before. Cable TV and satellite dishes can bring
hundreds of channels and tons of infonnation into your home
or workplace. There is a down side to all the high-tech
communication systems, though: the price.
The latest inve~tions and services can be pricey, and
keeping up with the costs can be hard at times, which leads me
to indiscriminately throw in a totally unrelated story which
I'm swiping right out of U.S. News & World Report:
Paragon Cable of New York has initiated a plan to get
deadbeat customers to pay their cable bills. Instead of cutting
off cable all together, they simply fill up all 77 channels with
C-SPAN, which broadcasts extremely dull congressional
proceedings all day.
Paragon Cable reports that payment ofoverdue bills has
increased dramatically.
I think the C-SPAN idea could be adopted in the prison
system, too. Convicted criminals could be given the choice of
(a) I 0 years in jail or (b) watching a two-week long C-SPAN
Congressional debate discussing the pros and cons of allocating the funds to build an auxiliary guard shack in Yellowstone
National Parle I'm not sure how effective the idea would be
since most people would choose I 0 years in prison.
If I remember correctly, this column was once about
technology. No one can say with great certainty what tectinology and the field of science will be like at the turn of the
century, but then again no one can say if the OJ. Simpson trial
will be over by the then either. As a lover of science and a
person fascinated with gizmos, I urge you to pass along any
technology-related news on to me. Don't call me though; my
phone doesn't seem to work any more. Just e-mail me at
David.Swartz@outdoor.com.

Computer scientists
would often shoutr "Sure it gets the
wrong answer, but it
gets the wrong answer
HEALLY FAST!!!"
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Now where was I? Ah, yes. I was appreciating science
and technology. We live in the most technology-oriented
society in the world. With today's science we can blast
humans into space, communicate with people in far away
lands, and cook food with electromagnetic waves that have
wavelengths of approximately ten centimeters (some people
call them "microwaves"). But that's not all. New high-tech
gadgets are coming out all the time.
One new piece of technology is called the Loran.
Boaters have used Lorans for several years to find out where
they are in the ocehn. Car companies are working to install
them in automobiles so the driver will know where he or she
is. Now you can even buy portable Lorans that fit in the palm
o\ your hand (assuming you _have an :xtraordinarily large
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O It's not often that
Dan's articles are
just a light-hearted
thrust of cheer, so
take . a~vantage of
the opportunity.

Some surVeys fo r a diverse audience

Whenever I write a column,·
· 3. I wish to be a) assimilated
I'm usually riled up about some- b) not assimilated c) _beamed
thing, or in the process of getting
4 .. Date of el)rollment in
riled up; So, it's always greatto find Starfleet Academy:
.
something that's been saved on one
5. Graduated?lf no, enter date
of the servers in the SG Mac Lab of expected graduation:
that makes me laugh. This particu6. Wesley Crusher: a) die die
lar item (I don't know who the au- die b) valued crew member
thor is, but call and !er us know) is
7. Whom do you prefer? a)
calledReguestto "Getalife. "Con- Kirk or Picard? b) 'Crusher or
sidering the usua! topics I deal with, Pulaski7 c) DS9 or Babylon 5?
I found it to be very funny and
. S: Estimated numberof seri.es
. thought you readers might get a kick plots I can identify: a) less than 20
ciut of it too (with a few of my own b) 20-40 c) 40-60 d) all.
additions thrown in, of course.)
9. Number of Star Trek colAfter providing your name; lectibles- owned a) less t~an I 0 b)
address and other personal informa- more than 10 c) enough to have to
tion, please select one ofthe follow- rent a storage unit
ing categories: Star T~ekker (ST);
10. Numberof Star Trek conComputer Geek (CG); Conserva- ventions attended a) 1-5 b) 6-10 c)
tive Republic.an (CR); Jesus Freak more than 20.'
(JF); or Fraternity Member (MF).
COMPLETE THIS SECWhen did you wish to "get a life?" TION ONLY IF YOU ARE .A
Do you have .a life currently? If so, . COMPUTER GEEK (CG) :
please describe how this is possible.
I. Number of internet adCOMPLETE THIS SEC- dresses: on-line aliases:
TION ONLY IF YOU ARE A
2. Number of hours spent on
ST AR TREKKER (ST) :
the computer daily: a) less than 6 b)
I . Series preference: a) The . 6-12 c) 12-24 d) 24+
Original Series (TOS) b) Next Gen3.- Highes.t level reached on
eration (TNG) c) Deep Space Nine DOOM: ·
(DS9) d) Voyager
4.Numberoftimescontacted
2. Living is: a) futile b) not by law enforcement concerning aifutile
leged computer sex with or arrang-

blame it on Connie Chung c) bring TION ONLY IF YOU'RE A FRA- up abortion in an effort to sidestep TERNITY MEMBER(MF):
th~ issue.
I . I filled this out: a) by my9. I find the Constitution: a) self b) with the help of my 12-year,..
inconvenient b) irre!evantc) a work old sister c) with the help of a freshin progress.·
man I threatened to beat up.
10.
Rush
is:
a).always
right
b)
2. Numberofindep.endentdeing carnal jnterludes w,ith minors:
cisions
I've made in the last 12
5. Last time you actually .went nev.e r wrong c) all of the-:~bove.
months:
a} one b). two c) three d)
:. COMPLETE THIS SECoutside: a).last week b) last month c)
TION ONLY IF YOU ARE A does not apply.
I'm sorry, where? '.
3. Number of tlJTies I'v~· told
6. N umbero(friends·you have JESUS FREA_K,(JF): •
I . Describe your personal re- my brothersl've ha9 sex. i_n the past
whom you'-ve actually seen or met
outside of the internet: a) one b) two lationship with.our Lord and Savior, six months: a) more"than lO b) I 025 c) 25-50 d) 50+
Jesus Christ:
c) three d) does not apply.
· · · 4·. Numberoftimes I've actu2. Date of rebiith:.
7. I have/have not been diagnosed with carpal tunnel syndrome..
3. ·Number oJ .times. I have ·ally. had sex: a) once ·b>' twice c)
K Numberof dates i_n the.past' had sex in the past 12 months: a) t~ree times d) does not apply.
5. Darin Patton: a) misunder. year: a) I b) 2 c) could you explain once b) twice c) three times d) does
stood b) hell of a nice guy c)'typical
that.for me?
not apply
. c·OMPLETE THIS SEC4. Estimated number.oftimes self-centered, mealy-mouthed poliTIONONL YIFYOU°AREACON- Iusethewords"lord,'"'spirit", "sav- tician whocouldn'tgiveadamn less
SERV ATIVEREPUBLICAN (CR): ior" or "Christ" on any day: a) I 0-20 about anyone ~ut himself.
. 6. Keisha Bell: a) misunder· l.Nameofbusinessmydaddy b) 20-30 c) more thari 30 ·'
owns: .
5. Favorite bibl.ical I?assage: . 'stood b) great person c) entering the
1996 Olympic whining competi2. Name of private school(s)
6. Other-religions are: a) evil
attended:
b) wrong 8) the work of Satan.
tion in Atianta.
7. Number of hours per day
3.. Ivy League . college
7. I believe that: a) Benny
mummy and daddy bought me into: Hinn really heals people b) Oral spent drinking beer: a) less than six
4. Cellular,phone number:
Roberts really talks to God c) Jim . b) 6-12 c) 12-24 d) 24+.
8. Reading comprehension
~-Annual Income: a) less than
and Tammy Faye were the real vic$100,000 b) $100,000-300,000 c) tims d) Pat Robertson isn't inter- level: a) eighth grade b) 10th grade
c) does not apply.
300,000-500,000 d) more than ested in per.sonal gain.
· $500,000 ·
8. Conservative Christians
9.Numberofbadcheckspassed
6. I have "a lot of friends" are: a) persecuted b)misunderstood at Publix: a) two to three b) four to six
c) more than I can count (which wo.uld
. ·who are: a) Bla~k .. b) ·Hispanic c) ··· c) not racists.
Asian d) liberal e) does not apply.
. 9. Jesus will return: a) in the mean more than I 0.
10.GPA:a) l.O-l.5b) 1.5-2.0c)
· 7. Adolph Hitler:&) misun- .. '. year2000b)between2012and2016
· derstood b) Speakerofthe House c) c) sooner than you think, you god-· 2.0-2.5 d) goingto_YCC nextseTT}ester.
: Just in case you were wonderSenator from North Carolina.
less, pinko, commie· liberal.
8. When confronted with a
10. Rush is: a). always right b) . ing: My answers would be: 1NG, not
futile, beamed, 32566.4, yes, a, Picard,
racist or hateful remark I've made, never wrong c) all of the above.
I: a) blame it on the liberal media b)
COMPLETE THIS SEC- Pulaski, DS9, d, b, b.

Big brother has a name, it's Ralph Reed, of the Christian Right
O Technology arms · ·
this new breed of
militia, and when the
34-year-old leader
speaks.. .I isten.
For several months now,
we've all been given a heightened
sensitivity to the notion of domestic
terrorism. In everything we've been·
shown of news reports and other
mediacoverage, the hints have been
given that we can no longer consider ourselves a country safe from
internal threat.
Oklahoma brought the point
home quite clear. And since then,
we've gotten a great deal of new
insight into The Branch Divinian
incident. Unfortunately, the new
slant
that
questions
out
government's handling of this situation has taken over how we felt
about it before.
Does anyone remember how
cary it was to think of this man,
DavidK., whothoughtofhim elfas
om·e kind of modem messiah. He
was a man who, through means we
can bare! y understand (Ii ke we bare! y
understand Charles Manson s mysterious and charismatic hold on his
folfowing) managed to accumulate
a commune of peop.Je"dedicated to
him, and willing to die for him.
I'm certainly not arguing the
government' handlingofthe ituation as being proper or improper.
That's n.otmy point at all.I'm pointing at the frightening notion of

power, and what too much of it can
do in the hands of an individual.
Ordinarily, we think of two
kinds of people in power. We think
of politicians as being powerful,
and the rich as being powerful. Fortunate1y, in this society, both these
power bases have at least some
measure of checks and balances.
What is more frighte·ning,
however, in an emerging breed of
powerful, is a breed outside of the
elected base and outside of the successful businessmen. A power-base
that has no checks and balances and
has mobilized an army of followers
the likes of which this country has
not seen.
What could be more frightening or pose more threat to the security of this nation than a man with a
political. agenda, an army of 1.6
million and an annual budget of$25
million?This towerof power boasts·
the ability to stir a movement ~arget
ing law makers on any subject-in
a matter of hours. Technological
war.
Yet this movement goes much
deeper than that. The agenda is to
control the most powerful forces in
the nation, from the White House.to
Congre s. all the way down to the
state level.

. His army is .on the rise. His theocracies, which were as invasive
organization offers "leadership as they were close minded."
Even to the good Christians
schools" to instruct supporters on
rapid response networks. More that of the nation, Reed's own words
200 conservative evangelical such.as, 'The future of America is
churches are the base of these satel- not [shaped] by who sits in the oval
Ralph Reed has, perhaps a lite down-Jinked meetings, and .the office but by who sits in the
questionable past, but not com- goal is to have I ,OOOdownlink sites principal'soffice," should sound an
alert (Time, May 15, 1995).
pletely unlike any other dubiously, by the end of the year.
While the goal of bringing
It is unperstandable how over
charismatic leader. In college he
"resigned from the [college news] a million Christians can be swept up back a sense of morality can easily
paper after a reader charged him into a movement, if lead by the ·seem appealing to those with a trawith plagiarism. As a student he ran familiar and trusted figures they've ditional Christian backgroun9, here
schoolcampaignsandgainedarepu- knowneverySundayforwhoknows are some words of warning: The
tation as a player of dirty tricks." how many years. It is understand- United States is not a theocracy, nor
(Time, May 15, 1995)
ab.Je how Christians can be swayed should even Christians wish it so.
But his rise to power was to believing the country needs a Never forget that there are all sorts
quick. Now 34, he could be put on godly cleansing, when it's under- . of b.rands of Christianity, and in _the
the I ist of the most - - - - - - - - - - - - · stood that the en- Amertcan we now know, there is
vironmentisone sti II that choice.
powerful men in
Secondly, anyone trusting
the country. What
of "conservative
could possibly
Of
Evangelicals." Ralph Reed to put the Christian
make a 34-yearAnyoneremem- view into politics should question
old man think
berJimBakker? why he is toying with the idea of
himself qualified
Does the name starting a Jewish auxiliary. Not that
•
Oral Roberts I'm anti-Sematic, but last time l
to give counsel to
the likes of Bob
ring any fund- checked, Jews weren't Christian.
raising bells? This is yet another warning li.ght
Dole and Lamar
Alexander? Yet
Lest we forget, that perhaps power is the goal here.
he does.
e van g e I i ca I When a steadfast Christian talks
But what
ministers are about joining forces with r:ion-Chrisscares me even
trained in theart tian religions, there is more going
of creating an on than an ardent following ofChrist.
more than that is
the fact that these.- - - - - - - - - - - - atmosphere that And, as for the thinly veiled appearpresidential hopefuls are virtually screams to be compared to mass ance of deep patriotism-if it means
sacrificing the cornerstone separalining up to getan audience with this hypnosis. ·
man. And they take his advice. Bob
But for those outside the brain- tion of church and state-so be it.
Dole's attack on Hollywood morals washi ng walls, this whole scenario And if it means that Jews should be
was inspired by Ralph Reed. Lamar looks very different. As expressed part of the Christian Coalition, we! I
Alexander shifts his views to the in Time: '"To some. this ascendancy then, what's .a little thing like a
right for the reward of being called evokes more ancient spirits-say, saviour in the long run, when we're
"Pro-life" by Reed.
that of 17th century New Eng!and talking about politics?

What could be more
.frightening, pose
more threat to the
security Of thiS nation
that a man with a
political agenda, an
anny Of 1.6 million,
and an annual budget
of $25 ·million?
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Responsibility hits home

"(HC SCOOP \tlTHE Sl\OE
D

~fL/!A.J~
I)

Allow me to introduce my- lous when I began to turn off a Ji·ght
self. My name is Christopher-I'll just to reach for a pen around the
spare you the last name for the sake comer. But the point is when it's
of hyste.ria, and besides, it' s printed your own money being. spent, nojust below the title of this article- tice how hesitant we become.
see? Now do you understand why
Though the biggest "money
I'm neglecting my last name: sucker" is the 'wonderful invention
Though for future reference, it will of the air conditioner. Ironically,
bechanged.Butanyway,I'masports ju~t·Jast week, after getting the first
writer for this very same newspa- bill, I found myself standing on a,
per. So now you ask why am I not ladder with my pocket up to the air
writing sports then? Well I am, but vent. My roommate noticed and
I wanted to take a different pace for asked what on earth I was doing.
just one issue, so don't be alarmed. Well it was quite obvious to me that
This won't be a consistent thing. I was trying to depict how Florida
I'm a junior (transfer) here at UCF, Power and Light is sucking me dry,
O Joseph
majoring in journalism. I've just so this was my representation. Both
recently moved to Orlando, and I'm financial lyand environmentally, my discusses the iron·y
here to share my experiences in the · roommates and I do turn the air of the United
first month of my abbreviated stay. conditionerup(that also could mean
The subject will be responsibility, . down for you literal readers) when Nation's Fourth
sinc;e I think all of us can vouch for we leave.
World Conference.
the importance of this subject. Most
When the bathroom is dirtyof us have already been in the situ- clean It! When thedishesaredirty- on Women ·
If there is any modern mani- Clinton would pot attend the conation ofleaving home and being on wash ~m! When thecaipetisdirtyfestation
of leftist propaganda that · ference unless he was set free. That
qurown. Well , I'm here to share my vacuumit_!IliveioRiverParkApartviewofthisexperiencesothatmaybe ments (not so fast!You thought I'd has been disguised as ·'liberation," is the only good thing that has hapyoucangetafewlaughs,orrelateto give my address out huh? Well let it is the UniJ:edNationsFourth World pened recently between .the U.S.
it or even disagree fiercely to the me tell you that River Park has Conference on Women, which be- and China. Remember that Wu is an
pointofkickingmeoutofOrlando. hundreds of apartments, and if you gan September fourth and will end American citizen; he was not a refugee seeking asylum. In other words,
But if you resort to this action, spare should luckily find the right one, I on the fifteenth.
Whoever chose China for this an oppressive foreign government
yourself the agony. I'm not listed!
suggest that you play the lottery
Upon arriving in this rapidly i:nstead), and there is only one gar- conference sure had chutzpah. was holding an
growing environment called Or- bage dumpster, which is located at China's government-sanctioned, American in its prislando, ! began to further understand the main entrance. My place, being anti-female pogroms are straight out ons. Doesn't that
themeaningofresponsibility. When way at the back of the complex of Orwell and Huxley: Extremescru- have a familiarring?
So I hope that
I was under the reigns-otil·lliimlilvllliibile--•fiiwlliihiioliloiiosii)lilliniii1akes it extremely con-· tiny overindiv_idual activities, forced
loved parents-cookvenient to access this abortions, infanticide, and the ne- no one swooned out
ing,c1eanin_gandcarewonderfully . man gl_ect offemalechildren, ofte.r to the of admiration for
lesslyleavinglightson
made specimen. At point of death. And this is the coun- China's so-called
Uust to name a few),
ep1
OW
least that's what the try where a conference on expand- leaders. They didn't
were all taken for
managemenJ must ing and protecting women 's rights grant Wu his hardgranted. Though, bear
think. As a result of is being held?
won freedom be- .
in mind, I was not a .
this rocket scientist
We're playing let's-be-nice cause they suddenly
problem child, for I
thinking, I am forced games with the government respon- developed consciences; they probfeel that I had a strong
to drive my garbage . sible for the aforementioned atroci- ably used him as a bargaining chip
sense of responsibil- - - - - - - - - - • to its destination. My · ties and Tiananmen Square. We're to get Mrs. Clinton to visit their
ityof myown(towhichlgiveallthe roommates and I often joke about expecting those geriatric, commu- country. Be it far from me to apcredit to my parents). But nobody the situation. "Hey Dave, it's your nist despots to stand .up for down- plaud her (or her husband, for that
matter), but she rightly condemned
understands the true meaning of re- turn to take the garbage for a walk." trodden people. Oh please!
sponsibilfty until we actually expe- Ha-Ha! It really was funny.
"You're a right-wing pessi- China's human rights abuses.
There is absolutely no quesrience it to the full extent. It wasn't
These are just a few examples mist," I can hear you saying. "China
until I was greeted with the "open of personal responsibilities. Oh, wants this conference." Well, ask tion that, in parts of the world,
arms" of Or_lando that I appreciated wait! I almost forgot. I have also yourself why. To. redeem itself in women are still treated as secondwhat was given to me.
noticed, and maybe it's just me, I the eyes of the world, despite its class citizens. For example, they are
The alarm goes off at 7:00 don't know. Correct me if I'm tlagranthumanrightsabuses?Prob- denigrated in Islamic countries (like
a.m. and like every o.ther college wrong,buttheresponsibilityofget- ably. Are the ubiquitous censors at Iran) and Asian countries (like
student, I smash my alarm clock ting things done (such as loans, work all through the conference?' China). In Egypt and other African
into the wall, creating enough dam- books, records, address changes, You bet Look, if change really is nations, barbaric genital mutilation
age to cause the landlord to with- tD.,etc.)atabiguniversitysuchas comingtoChina,ifitsleadersreally · is still practiced.
Sadly, the conference itself
hold my security deposit. Now this UCF is no small feat. Whew! If are willing to allow a new era to
typically is not myself, but from there'sanybodyouttherewhofoelsthe begin-a true "great leap for- bears scrutiny, no matter how betime to time I would over sleep, and same, please speak up.I don't want to ward"-then we would have reason nign its purpose seems. It is being
mom would come to the rescue. have to be the only one who feels this to celebrate. But we can surely see touted as an attempt to allow the
world's women to advance. That is
"Christopher, it's time to get up!" way. Thatsubjectaloneisenoughfora that this is not the case.
Well, uh- uh! Not any more.
rainyday:IhopeI'veentertainedyour
Human-rights activist Harry good and well, but if one reads beI also found myself coR- ._ minds,andrememberfunseekers,aim Wu was released from China in ..tween the lines, the left-wing agenda
sciousl.Yturning off the lights when for your dreams and don't let anyone what appeared to be an informal of this UN-sponsored conference
it was unnecessary for them to be shoot them down. That's what we're agreement between Beijing and becomes frightfully clear. Accordon. In fact, it got a little too ridicu- all here for. Thanks, see you in sports! Washington; First Lady Hillary ing to the Los Angeles Times

Anti- woman counby hosts conference

I was hying to
d •ct h
Rorida Power
and Light is
SUCking me dry.

Comments
Welcome

Syndicate's Cal Thomas: the Family Research Council has seen the
draft proposal, which has the words
"mother" and '·family" bracketed.
They are, in short, meant to be replaced by ';caretaker" and '·household," respectively, and the words
"wife" and "husband" appear nowhere in the document.
The proposal mu t read
like a political correctness how-to
manual. For years,
the left wing has
derided the family
as an in ti tu ti on
unsuitable for
women. It has assailed the family as an oppressive,
unhealthy unit that stifles women.
Never mind that many American
women decided to be mothers. Never
mind that their individual right to
choose lifestyles i~ what really matters. To the far left, that is irrelevant.
Do you think that this is any way to
bring about welcome changes in
women's stature al I over the world?
Think again.
There you have it-an antifemale regime that al lows a women's
conference for window dressing, and
~me of that conference's purposes
may be to further a left-wing agenda
under the guise of equality for
women.
Well, take heart, fellow Americans. We may have to wait a while to
witness the collapse of the world's
oppressive regimes, whether they are
communist, fascist, or theocratic, but
they will fold. Any government that
tramples on human rights deserves to
fall hard, and it will be worth the wait.

They didn't gra"t
Wu his hard-won
freedom because
they suddenly
developed
consciences.

Your comments, letters and guest columns
are graciously accepted. E-mail me at
paHox@eWorld.com.
Be sure to include your full name.

Classified
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Club Info

King size waterbed waveless
mattress, heater., bads, etc.
$200 30'x60' metal desk $35.
60'x60' entertainment center
$100 Call 382-5518 please
leave msg

Administrati~e assistant-Girl
Friday for real.estate developer,
20 hrs/wk, flexible hrs.,word
processing skills & transportation req., $7.50/hr.,
John 422-1000

UCF Butokukan Club: Karate,
Aikido, Self defense,. Coed ·
classes forming. Open House
9-7 and 9-12, 7-10 pm Tue & ·
Thu at education bldg multiSmall dorm size refrigerator
Need a job? Earn easy cash.· Up
purpose room to left of gym.
brand ne.w ·$75 obo 381-9645
to $500-700 weekly. Work at
INFO: 282-5579 or 380- 0227 i - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 home, set your own hours". Don't
lel this extraordinary
Raleigh 48 cm racing bike
opportunity pass u by. Send
$375 cable converters $40.
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Student
$1.00 and SASE to American
282-2502
Union meets Tues. 9pm, Social
Dream Ent. 10151 Univ. Blvd.
ork Trailer room I 0 I. Everyone i - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
Suite 317 Ori, Fl. ~2817
is welcome. Info: 657-0614
Queen bed/box serta x-clean
& 3 sets sheets· $Hi0
.St.udent Programmer, any
977-0892
!
major, MS-Access and/or ·
Visual
BASIC, 20.:30 hr/wk,
Twin bed $35 Kim 677-1511
flex schedule, Lake Buena
Female looking for apt to
· Vista AREA, $1 O/hr, send
share. Kim 677-1511
Love seat $50 obo
resume to Enzian Technol· nights 366-2384 .
ogy , 3251 Progress Drive,
Ste A, Orlando Fl, 32826,
Person wanted to share 2bd/
EOE. NO CALL/WALK-INS :
2ba apt at Whisper Lake in
WP, Must be ok with dogs.
Experienced Borland Ctt
f988 Pontiac Grand Amp/w,
$285/mo+ 1/2 util. Call Cyndra
programmer
wanted. Windows
resonable
good
condition.
No
763-5875 leave msg.
expt.
Send
resume
to: DMSC
offer refused. Call 273-7989
Inc., 815 Eyrie Dr. Ste Jc
Oviedo , Fl 32765 No Phone
Calls
Hunter's Reserve near UCF
area New units 2 bedroom/2
ba. 1093 sq. ft. Rent $675.00
Security $600.00. One
upstairs w/ cathedral ceilings.
One downstairs w/ 1Oft
ceilings

Errand runner 15-20 hr?/wk,
$6/hr (flexible hrs) for office
located near Fashion Square.
Valid drivers license· and
knowledge of basic auto
maintenance requ.ireq. Lv
message at 657-5870 be. tween 1 :00-6:00 pm.

MONE~
.

.

Billions to be claimed
All students qualify$850 guaranteed

For Sale
Mary Kay Cosmetics 1/2
price!!! Moving - must sell
Call Sharon - 366-1150

Fast acurate and next to campuscall Cherie for your typing. needs
.. .
359-9203

Liscensed Massage Therapist
U.C.F. senior Michelle Miller,
L.M.T., is offering therapeutic
and relaxational professional
massage at a special discour.it rate
· for U.C.F. students, faculty and
staff of $2~ per one hour session.
Call. for an appointment.
623-9544
MMOOl3520

Wanting to hire female education
student to help homeschool two
female students-5th and 9th ·
grades. Call 275-9902. ask for
Debbi~. Flexibfe hours.

KCO Inc. Typing/$1.50/678-6735

Valet Parking Position
Available
FT/PT great tips, hourly,
commission. Please call Erik at
222-9475

FOR c ·oL.L.EQE

Desktop Publishing.by Claire
Very professional, very quick,
very resonable. 14 yrs. Exp.
Mcintosh & Laser Printer
380-2162·

Devoted Christian Man, 33,
degreeq with professional
employment. Seeking Christian woman, 24-34, never
married. Send letter & photo
to: PO Box 780336, Orlando,
Fl 32878.

URLANDU UUTDUURS

Supalies
For The
Adventurous
Explorer

The Family
Camping .

Store
• •, Discount

Mon-Sat

w/ this ad!

9am-7pm

381-7977

8525 East Colonial Dr.• Orlando, R. 32807

· University Floral
& Gift Shoppe

DON'T BE AVICTIM!

FREE

Other

Personals

2 bedroom/2 bath 971 sq. ft. ~------------1 Help Wanted: Earn up to $500
$650.00 Security $600.00.
Earn extra income. Looking For per week assembling products
at home. No ·experience. Info
Upstairs w/ cathedral ceiling
Leaders to sell quality propucts
1-504-646-1700 Dept. Fl-307
available immediately
on and off campus. Part timewill train. Call George 366-8421
Beacon Hill off Red Bug
Road 2 bedroom/2 bath end
unit. Townhome ~335 sq. ft.
$650.00 security $600.00.
Available Sept. 15th '95
Statistics show that 75% of American women will be victims of
Please call L. A. Real Estate
violent crime in their lifetime! Subscribe Now to LIVING SAFE.
407-679-2998 or
A quarterly newsletter designed to be your source for personal
407-695-6976
seccrity information. Learn everything from how to protect yourself
against rape to protecting your home from invasion. Don't wait
until it's too late! Your satisfaction is guaranteed!
House for rent-large 5 bedroom
Send $19.95 to Living Safe PO .Box 780306 Orlando, FL 32878
2 1/2 bath, large lot, 1+mile from
UCF $950/month. Please call
672-5772(present tenant) 6574124(Kristin owner)

Resume/Typing- professionally
written. Call 249-0398 for quote.

' $1000

· Autos

Help Wanted

Babysitter, lite hsekeeping own
car· refs .rqrd 3:30:6:00 Call after
6:30 366-8466

FUNDRAISEf3
Fraternities, Sororities & Student
Organization~. You've seen
credit card fundraisers before,
but you've neve~ seen the ·
. Citibank fund raiser that pays ·
$5.tJO per apptication:
Call Donna at
1-800-932-0528 ext. 65. Qualified
callers receive a FREE camera .

Roommates

For Rent

September 12, 1995

WELCOME BACK!

. . Bring Ad in for
free single rose

YOUR ONE-STOP SHOPPE
FOR ALL YOUR FLORAL NEEDS

' bOuquet

UNIVERSITY PALMS SHOPPING CENTER

4250 ALAFAYA TR. OVIEDO, FL 32765
(Next to Border Cantina)

366-1177

Show Student lb and
Get a 10% Discount

We wire

Flowers, Balloons
~ Gift Baskets
Anywhere!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,
,

IN ADDITION TO BEAUTIFUL
FRESH FLOWERS WE ALSO HAVE
• SILKS • BALLOONS • GIFfS
.• DISH GA~ENS • GIFf BASKETS
• FLOOR PLANTS

for a.nominal processing fee

World Wide Delivery

Prompt Delivery Service
Free Bridal .Consultation.s

-/Football Special
Smiling Daisy Bouquet
or

Smiling Daisy Corsage

$499

Call Besa at John Patrick Com usrv (407)_671-9973

.

u· .

r-----------------------------------------------------1
,, _ led Adver Slllg .I..~~
Dorm _For
Pleasecheckoneofthefollowing:
CtuSSl
Rent
_Wanted · _Car Pool
_Greek Corner
_Personals
.

ifi

_For Sale
· _Singles
_Cash

----------------------------------------------~------------

~- - - -

------- ---

_Services
_Tutors

_Autos
_Roommates

_Club Info
_Help Wanted

_Lost & Found
_Other

_Check Amount$ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I would like the ad to run the following dates. (The Future publishes Tues. and Thurs.
during the Fall and Spring Semesters.) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
RATES: $1 per line for UCF students, faculty, staff and alumni. $2 per line for all others.
·Each character in a string of Boldface or Capital letters count as 2 characters. PREPAYMENT ONLY. NO REFUNDS. Mail form and payment to The Central Florida Future,
_11 875 High Tech Ave., Suite 250, Orlando, FL 32817 Attn: Classifieds, or fax form and
copy qf check to (407)823-9495. Ads may also may be placed iri person in our offices,
located in the Lake Ebby Centre behind the UC7 Plaza, next to Holiday Inn.
For more info, call (407) 823-8054.
·

Name, address, and phone (required): - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - -~-------------------------------~

.

.

The UCF Office of-Student Activities and
Division of Student Affairs
wm · be facilitating a seminar on

Communication:
"The Key To Success"
. This ls an exciting opportunity
for the University's community
of student leaders to work
together and ex·p and their
awareness of c.ommunication.
The Office of Student Activities
invites the officers or leader representatives
of your organization to attend the

7th Annual leaders' Seminar
I

at the ·
· Grand Ballroom &... Courtyard
catered by Puff 'n Stuff

Saturday, .September 16, .1995
8:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
RSVP by Friday, September 8
to the Office of Student Activities
Student Center Room 198, 823-6471
Casual Dress

Lunch is provided

r.
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I Farmer's harvest
5 Parts of locks
10 Route to follow
14 Volcanic output
15 Black magic
16 Mixture
17 Lab gel
18 Chop finely
19 Short news bit
20 Held up
22 Serial section
24 Legendary
knowledge
25 Garden tool
26 Follows in secret
29 Mixing
34 Put through a
strainer
35 Duos
36 Neither's mate
37 Adam's son
38 Was concerned
39 Grotto
40 Knockout count
41 Flaxen cloth
42 Recipient
43 Rub~d-out spots
45 Thaw again
46 Circle section
47 Welt
48 Unskilled actor
52 Covered in sections
56 Manage
57 Pertaining-to th~.
moon
59 World's largest river

60 Otherwise
61 Venerate·
62 Social visit
63 Observed
64 Marry a seco·nd
time
65 Gaelic
DOWN

l Attired
2 Craze
3 Like an ellipse
4 Running alongside
5 Slugger's output
6 Put up with
7 Japanese coin
8 Speed
9 Pastoral worker
10 Set to act
I 1 Choir voice
12 Knotted
13 Domicile
21 Oxen harness
23 Electrified
partides·
26 Sudden
outpouring
27 Potato, e.g.
28 Sports stadium
29 Reveals
30 Claim against
property
. 3 I Silly
32New
33 Welcome
35 Window glass
38 Round

39 Begin
41 Entice
42 College VIP
44 Shiny cotton
45 Raised
47 Extra item
48 High cards
49 Burrowing animal
50 Cathedral section
51 Impolite
53 Fibber
54 Building wings
55 Strike out·
58 Today
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"Life's a bitch, now so am I."
-Michelle Pfeiffer·
Bah11<111 Reh1r11s

F-2 ·
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O Micha~I Marinaccio
raises his sword ·to·a
"Simonesque" comedy,
Theatre UCF's season
opener. "I Hate Hamlet."
by LAURA BUNDY
Theater :critic

in writing about theater, I've found
that interviewing people can be far more
difficult than critiquing a production. I'm
as likely to be questioning a director who
doubts my abilities as an actor who thinks
he's God's gift to the stage. This is why it
was so surprising to be told recently, "I
don't think I've done enough to say that
there's anything I can really be proud of."
Honesty and humility in an actor? Strange,
but true.
Meet Michael Marinaccio from Long
Island, NY: former DJ, UCF transfer student, all around nice guy and, in the upcoming I Hate Hamlet at Theatre UCF,
· roommate to a ghost. Maybe that will give
hini something.to be proud of.
The play focuses on a young actor
about t~ star·in a Shakespeare in the Park
production of Hamlet. Andrew, played by
Marinaccio, comes to New York only to
find his apartment haunted by the ghost of
John Barrymore, one of the most famous
Hamlets of all time. While retaining
Barrymore's notorious alcoholic tendencies, the ghost guides Andrew in everything from acting to women to fencing.
The latter has been fun to Marinaccio,

who loves "the physicality of the role. It
hurts, I have bruises, but I like it." New to
the art of fencing, he is now faced with a
sword fight that covers a staircase. Tricky,
yes, but "it's coming along, and we're starting to be able to act while we're doing it,
instead of just going ... [posing in nervous
concentration, slowly waving an imaginary
sword] ... one! two!" It could be worse, but
"Brett and I are both pretty light, and not too
method," he laughs.

et

Marinaccio has similar admiration
for his director, Dr. Nicholas Rinaldi, who
is "just a funny man." .While t.he actor
credits Jim Cali with teaching him about
pushing himself during Theatre UCF' s Kentucky Cycle, he feels Rinaldi guiding his
efforts in the right direction, while making
rehearsals a joy. "Wr.., laugh and laugh and
laugh. When I'm up there in front of him,
I'm a clown."
What could be better for this light
comedy? Actually, the actor admits that
he's having to "put the jokes back if1 . I was
getting little too internal," he says sheepishly. To prepare for the role, he researched
Barrymore's life and studied Sir Lawrence
Olivier's Hamlet. But now he's trying to
lighten up this "Simonesque" season opener.
"Hopefully, we'll get the crowds for
this one, and they'll stay forthe next show."
He looks at my tape-recorder pleadingly.
"We need your help! Come! Come!"
The former telecommunications major
hopes to do Shakespeare someday, specifically Edmund in King Lear ("I love the bad
guys"). But in the meantime, he's just enjoying his craft. "I just want to act. I don't care."
What he loves most, and hates most,
about his current role is that he puts himself
into the character, using his own emotions
and personality traits. "You see a lot of
me," he explains, _"and it's king ot scary
because ...it's me up there, not a character,
and what if people don't like me?"
Somehow, I don't think he has anything to worry about. I Hate Hamlet, starring Michael Marinaccio, opens this Thursday at Theatre UCF. For tickets and informati_on, call 823- 1500.

"Brett" is Brett Rice, a guest actor ("a
working actor," extols Marinaccio) playing John Barrymore. With credits including Forrest Gump, Passenger 57 and lots of
television, ·Rice has been something of a
mentor to Marinaccio. In the beginning,
Marinaccio explains, "he pulled things out
of me just by being on stage." Now, the
younger actor hopes to be giving some of
that energy back and is "confident of our
relationship on stage."

courtesy/ THEATRE UCF

Michael Marinaccio piays Andrew in Theatre UCF's "I Hate Ha~let."
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New
Festival
directori

Jim

new
position,
Orlan·d o
an·d

heard that before. I'm not suggesting that Newt Gingrich has a knife
for President Clinton ___ well, I don't
know ___ "

Jim Helsinger is excited.
Though he manages t0 remain seated
Heisinger loves the passion
while discussing his plans, he does
of Julius Caesar. "It's a play aboui ·
gesticulate wildly. Hi~ favorite
deep friendship and betrayal of that
phrase seems lo be "I don't want to
friendship for the best of possible
.give it away."
intentions .. .It' s the roo"t of fragedy."
.But just because Heisinger is
This ~sp_ect makes the plays
thrilled to be in Orlando, and thrilled
complement each other well, dealwith the reason why, don't expect
him to have time for sight-seeing
HELSINGER, F-4
.
yet. Not here, anyway, since he just · .--------'-----------------~----------------;-----,--~
managed to squeeze in an interview
before hopping a flight to the New
York Shakespeare Festival. "I've
heard really good things about their
Troilus and Cressida. I'm going to
see it, actually, tonight."
Sounds better than your.ayerage Theatre Survey assignment, as
is befitting the new artistic director
of the Orlando-UCF Shakespeare
Festival. And with plans to teach
and direct at UCF, no one is having
more fun doing his homework than
Jim Heisinger.
Helsingeriscertainly no newcomer to the f'.estival, having participated in what may be the two
most successful OSFproductions to
d(!te. In 1994, he starred in the critically-acclaimed Hamlet, under the
direction of Russell Treyz. Heisinger
made his Orlando directorial debut
last year w.ith the delightful Taming
of th~ Shrew, set on a tum-of-thecentury riverboat in New Orleans. ·
Acknowledging .t,hat there is
"a fine line" towalkin Taming(with
its "wife-training scenes"),
Helsinger says he will face a similar

~---------------------~-

"Certain e.xdusions apply Available in most areas.

challenge in directing Two Gentle- hero, he plans to set the play in a
men of Verona, slated for the OSF's J 950's sitcom world. His reason1996 season. A "coming-of-age" . ing: "If this were happening in
play, Two Gents tells the story of · Mayberry, we'.q be OK with that."
Proteus, who forgets his country
On the flip 'side of the 1996
sweetheart when he falls in love season is Julius Caesar, -directed by
with his best friend's girl in the city. the returning Russell Treyz. In an
Heisinger explains that the charac- election year, says .Heisinger, the
ter "doesn't actually cheat, but he play is nothing if nof topical.
tries to," and although he comes to
· "Thisisaboutag~<?Upofsena
his senses in the end, "this·doesn't tors who are unhappy w~th the perstick very well with ·audiences." To son in power.and how he's governhelp us find the likeable side of the ing. Now, let me Sey, i think rve

by LAURA BUNDY
Theater critic

F-3
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MEDICAL CAREERS CAN MOVE
FASTFR IN 1HE AIR FORCE.
Join the Air Force and see how fast your medical
career can move, whether you're a physician or psychologist ... dentist or physical therapist
In each area of expertise, you'll find a professional
medical environment where the needs of the patieritnot cost of treatment-come first You'll be eligible to
apply for educational assistance to advance your
career. And enjoy an excellent compensation/benefits
package, incluqmg 3l days vacation with pay each
year.
· Plus, you'll take every step of your career as a commissioned officer-stan~ proud, confident and.
assured that the best career step was the first one:
joining the Air Force.· . . ·
Discover the rewards yourseH. Call
USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
TOLL FREE
1-800-423-USAF
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ing with friend hip, passion and betrayal. Heisinger urns it
up: ·'to love someone and to love an idea-those things cla h."
While full of enthu ia m for the spring OSF season.
Heisinger is equally excited about his other projects. Beginning next semester. he will teach a classical ver e/theatre cla
in the UCF Theatre Department, and starting next fall, he will
direct a Theatre UCF production every season. Additionally.
he has plans for the OSF journeyman acting program, a
concept of former director Dr. Stuart Omans, which will
expand this year to include stage management, technical
studies and arts administration. "We will be looking to UCF
students first of all to fill those positions," says Heisinger.
The new partnership becween
1OSF and Theatre UCF complements
Ithe festival internship class taught
in the UCF English department by
. Omans. founder of the festival.
Friends for years, the two see eyeto-eye on the "should-Shakespearebe-read-or-seen" debate. "We both
believe that they' re both great. It
would be possible- to have an antagonistic relationship with an English teacherover that. It's certainly
not the case with Stuart."
Beyond campus, Heisinger
sees more possibilities, such as an
OSF home page on the World Wide
Web, his one-man Dracula at the Winter Park artsMall, and even a series of
play readings called Shakespeare Unplugged. Scheduled for Monday nights
in venues throughout Central Florida,
"it's very 'come, bring your copy of
the script, let's read the play and talk
about it, fornothing. "' Heisinger hopes
to attract actors, students and any kind
of Shakespeare enthusiasts to the series and OSF' s other projects.
And, while he wiJJ probably get
them, it's not likely that any of them
will be as excited as he is.
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•Write for the Future sports section, call Jason
Swancey at 823-8054 (ext 27).

Daunte Culpepper throws for 307 yards
while Marquette Smith rushes for 128
FOOTBALL, from page 20
.Knights were running on all cylinders once again, 482 yards of total
offense, with freshman quarterback
DaunteCulpeppermakingthecalls.
Culpepper went 22-of-30 for 307
yards, with two touchdowns and
one interception, despite the notable
absence of his favorite target-wide
receiver Rufus Hall. Hall hauled in
all three of UCF's touchdowns in
the season opener, and with the absence of receiver Todd Cleveland,
was being counted on to shoulder
some of the offensive burden. Hall
was helped off the field in the first
half, only to return later on crutches.
According to McDowell and head
trainer Kevin Mercuri, it's probably
a torn anterior cruciate ligament,
which would put Hall out for the rest
of the season.
"I'd rather him get it taken
care of now so he's healthy for
spring practice next year," said
McDowell. "The good ·news is that
both Hall and Todd Cleveland will
have two more years."
Cleveland already used his
redshirt year, but thanks to coach
McDowell, Hall hasn't.
"He begged me to redshirt
him two years ago, but I wouldn't
do it," commented McDowell.
Stepping up for UCF was·
redshirted freshman Reginald
Doster. Although Doster, five receptions for 90 yards, fumbled on
special teams earlier he was there
when UCF needed the big play. A

imple slant wa turned into a 52yard touchdown late in the third
quarter when Doster turned on the
jets.
The second leading receiver
was Mr. Everything, fullback Gerod
Davis. Davis had 59 yards receiving
on five receptions.
Meanwhile, his backfield
buddy, tailback Marquette Smith
was busy churning up the grass at
the Citrus Bowl. Smith had 128
yards on 27 carries, and he credits it
all to his off-season weight loss ( 15
pounds).
"It's the difference between a
propeller airplane and a jet," said
Smith.
At times it seemed as if
Smith was a Stealth, making
defenders grab arms-full of air.
The newfound speed and ability to make defenders miss was
evident on Smith's 53-yard
touchdown run in the second
quarter.
"Every one of those guys
would have caught him last season," said McDowell. "He
would have had all 1 I guys on
him on that long of a run ."
UCF now gets a well-deserved week off before facing
FSU in Tallahasee .
"I'd rather wait thre·e
weeks before we play FSU,"
joked McDowell. "I just hope
we have enough guys show up
to play the Seminoles."
Our sentiments exactly.

Come Join Us at the Newly Remodeled •••
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UCPs defensive front stymies Ca~n
Newman's high-powered option attack
by JUSTIN DELIAS
Assistant sports editor

•

..

All eyes were on the second
edition of "Daunte Ball" Saturday
afternoon at the ·citrus Bowl, but
once again UCF's defense was the
unsung hero of the game, holding
the Carson-Newman Eagle's highpowered option offense to only 145
yards on the ground. Considering
the fact that UCF has had trouble

handling the option in the past and
considering the fact that the Eagles
came into the game averaging over
300 yards a game rushing, the
Knight's defense showed maturity
and poise.
"This was the most impressed
I've been with the defense against
this quality ofa team since I've been
at UCF," boasted head coach Gene
McDowell.
Overall, UCF only allowed

t

HEALTH
INSURANCE 1
''Sudents need Health Insurance. Protect
yourselffrom , the rising cost of medical
services; You deserve the best insurance
.that is availtl:ble to you. We at Blu Murray
will help you_acquire that insitrttnce. "
Blu Murray

ti on.

A CONTRACTED GENERAL AGENCY FOR:

Insurance Agency

"I attribute that to the new
·coaching staff," explained Tate
while pulling off his shoulder pads.
"We came into the game with a
good scheme. Everybody played .
assignment football, and when you
do what you are supposed to, big
things happen."
After UCF football stumbled
in the second game of the season
against Division II Valdosra State
last year, Tate and the rest of the
UCF squad did not want history
·
repeating itself. .
"Last year we let a Division II
team come in here and beat us, and
we were dete1mined not to let an other Division II team come in here
and beat us," said Tate. "We had to
show them that we're the big dogs.
They're not up to our level yet."
It became very apparent who
the big dogs were when the gun
sounded for halftime and the Eagles
only had s.1 total yards, zero of
which came from passing. Carson- [
Newman did not comple~e a single
see DEFENSE, page 18

Blue Cross
Blue Shield '

505 Maitland Ave.; -Suite 21 o .
Altamonte Springs, FL 32701

(407) 332-0909

of Florida

WE FIND ANSWERS. I
Policy# 8366·789 SR

*Patients in shock
*Bleeding Disorders
*Provide intravenous
fluid for burns,
surgery, or
treatment of illness

*Protect against infection
*Accident victims
*Provide clotting factors
for Hemophiliacs
*New research on life
threatening diseases

"We will compensate you for your time when giving the gift of life"

YOU CAN EARN OVER $120 PER MONTH
$25 UPON COMPLETION OF FIRST DONATION

Call for information and/or appointment
1122 W. Church St. (407) 841-2151 Orlando, FL
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The Golden Knights defense allowed a mere 55 yards

iri the air.
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4250 ALAFAYA TRAIL
(ONE BLOCK-NORTH IN PUBLIX CENTER)

.Best Mexican Food in. Central Florida
-----DAILY SPECIALS----

<sl .00 ICEHOUSE DRAA &$2.00 MARGAmTAi'
(ALL DAY EVERYDAY)
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Student Legal Services
Problems With:
•Landlords
• Insurance
•Contracts
•Traffic Tickets
Need:
•A Will
•A Name Change
• Uncontested Dissolution

-

UCF's Student Legal Services provides free
legal consultation and representative in certain
legal areas for qualified UCF students.
For information or an appointment
call 823-2538
or stop by the student center room 22 7
Monday-Friday Sam-Spm
Funded through Activity & Service Fee
by the Student Government Association
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WE'LL GIVE You 10 WEEKS.
Ten weeks may not seem like much time to prove you're capable of being
a leader. But if you're tough, smart and determined, ten weeks and a lot of
hard work could make you an Officer of Marines. And Officer Candidates
School tOCS) is where you 'll get the chance to prove you've got what it takes
to lead a life full of excitement, full of challenge, full of honor. Anyone can say
they've got what it takes to be a leader, we'll give you ten weeks to prove it.

Marines

The Few. The Proud. The Marines.

MARINE OFFICER

Visit Captain Merchant outside the Librari't
September 20-21 1 1995, 10:30 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.,, or
call toll free 1-800-432-2061.
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Daunte Culpepper refuses
to falter against the Eagles

Due to the magnitude of Cal.
Ripken Jr. breaking Lou Gehrig's
recordforconsecutive games played
this week we're replacing our al/sports colu11111 with a tribute to Cal.
OnSeptember6, 1995.at9:20
p.m. e.s.t., the world stood still.
People screamed, they clapped
and cheered, and there were those
that cried. Ballparks around the nation momentarily halted play to pay
its respects to baseball's newest legend. For22 minutes and IS seconds,
baseball's modern reputation of
"Americas National Pastime," was
instantly reborn. With Whitney
Houston's "One Moment In Time''
appropriately airing throughout
Camden Yards ourhero,CalRipken
Jr., paced historically around the perimeter of the park while the world
watched in an awe of utter silence. If
your emotions didn't at least rise to
the brink of tears, I suggest that you
take a physical to check yourself for
human characteristics. Two thousand, one hundred and thirty-one
consecutive games played without
missing one game. Forthose who are
having a hard time relating to this
unbelievable feat, you wou Id have to
attend kindergarten, from day one, to
the day you walk the final aisle without missing a single day. Or how
\ about five years, 10 months, and six·
days withoutasick day at work. Now
can you appreciate this historical
mark? With his record-breaking
. streak,Ripkendepleted25percentof
what baseball critics predicted would
"never" be broken as long as man
continued to play this game. There I
are, excuse me-were, four records
established that are stated as "never
to be broken."
HankAaron's755homeruns,
Cy Young's S 11 wins, and
JoeDiMaggio's 56-game hitting
streak. Gehrig's record of2, I 30consecutive games played once contained the fourth and final fallacy. but
not to be anymore. Ripken honorably replaced Geh1ig's name in the
books, but not forgotten.
To sum it up, Cal redefined
the definition of a role mcx:lel. If
there's ever an exa{Tiple to relate to,
any definition to recite, just say Cal
Ripken Jr. For if you've lived this
experience, then all of mankind will
understand yourcompl imentand say,
"Yeah, I was ther.e. I' II never forget
it."
lf the world never results to
the si Jenee of arms again, then please
rememberthose22 minutes, because
that may be the closest that we ever
come to worl.d peace. People from all
of the world; of different cultures,
and different ethnic. 01igins. were
joined in spiritual unity. A time
where emotions stirred and a
sense of feeling occurred that we
as humans can accomplish most
anything we put our minds to. It
was more than just a baseball
streak. It defined human character.
For those of you who often
say "never," I would strongly
suggest that this word be removed
from your vocabulary, because
Ripken has just abolished its
meaning.

o Wide receiver
Rufus Hall may be
out for the season,
but freshman
Reginald Doster
picks up the slack.

I

by JASON SWANCEY
Sports editor
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Mr. Everything, senior fullback Gerod Davis, had five
receptions for 59 yards Saturday against Carson-Newrnan.

The Gray Lines Tour buses
pulled up in the closed end zone of
the Citrus Bowl with six minutes
and 37 seconds left in the fourth
quarter. If they were there to pick up
the Cardinal-Newman football team,
they could have come at halftime
and beat the down town Orlando traffic home.
The Golden Knights manhandled the Eagles 35-21 Saturday
afternoon before a crowd oft 3,413,
and for the most part the game was
never in doubt. The question everyone had was if the UCF defense
would be able to handle CarsonNewman' s vicious option attack.
The answer was a resounding yes.
UCF held the Eagles to 200 yards of
total offense including a meager 55
yards passing on only two completions. As for the 300 rushing yards
per game average the Eagles had

coming in, it' been cut in half-145 yards.
UCF used its peed to ut the
comers and pur uing abilities to cut
any kind of possible ground threat.
The Golden Knights took the option
out of the offense and gave them an
ultimatum-lo e yard or else.
Or else defensive tackle
TarvaresTatemight fill up hi tackle
chart with your name. Both Tate,
nine tackles and one-and-a-half
sacks, and Robert Braucht, closed
the inside lanes on Newman running backs all day long.
"I thought both of our tackle
did a great job today," said UCF
coach Gene McDowell.
Senior Robert Braucht was
looking elsewhere to give credit after the game.
"It was all linebackers today,"
said Braucht.
Nakia Reddick and Kendrick
Thomas were knocking down everything the defensive line was literally throwingtheirway. They were
joined by fom1ertailback/defensive
back, now converted to weakside
linebacker-Mark Williams. After
the game McDowell gave the entire
defense a game bat I for their effort.
Offensively, the Golden
see FOOTBALL, page 18

.UCF women's soccer team improves to 2-0 in .TAAC
by JOE JUDKOWICZ
Staff writer .

TheUCFwomen'ssoccerteam
got
to a sluggish stai1 against the
Florida Gators but came charging back
todefeatTransAmericaAthletic Conference foe, the Stetson Hatters, 3-1 on
Tuesday atthe UCFSoccerComplex.
The Stetson Hatters were the
first to score off of a Julie Wagner
unassisted goal from eight yards out in
the 15th minute of play.
In the 34th minute of play the
Golden Knights managed to tie it up
with a goal from freshman forward
Kim Shrum (her first collegiate goal)
with an assist from senior midfielder
Jennifer O'Connor.
"Kim Shrum played very well
in the game," said head Coach Karen
Richter.
The Golden Knights dominated
from that-point on. Two other goals
were scored in the first half. The second coming from junior midfielder
Amy Jones in the 36th minute, when
she took a pass from senior midfielder
Kelly Stout and drilled? 20-yard blast
into the upper left comer of the net just
beyond ~he· reach of Hatter keeper
Jessica Ruekberg. In the second half,
the lone goal was scored by 0' Con nor
in the 72nd minute ·with assists going
to junior defender Les! ie Golden ~nd
sophomore forward Sara Kane.
·'Stetson played better than they
did last year," said Richter. ·They
gave us a gcxxl game."
Freshman goalkeeper Alyssa
O'Brien finished the game with five
saves.
"We dominated from a possession stand point," reiterated Richter.
·
On Friday the Golden Knights

off

tried to better its overall and TAAC
record against Florida Atlantic University.
.The fireworks stai1ed in the
I 9th minute when Amy Jones
launched a rocket from 35 yards out
on an assist from Kim Shrum and
Kelly Stout.
"Amy Jones stepped up another level," said Richter. "She totally
dominate the middle."
The Knights kept Owl's goal-

"We out-possessed them very
keeper Stephanie Martin busy with .
two more goals in the second half. The similartowhatwedidagainstStetson,"
second of the three goals came from a said Richter. "You are not going to
blazing shot into the top co!llerof the score if you do not have the ball!"
net by Kelly Stout.
·
Allysa O'Brien had another
Jennifer O'Connor put the icbrilliant
day in goal. In the eighth
ing on the TAAC cake with a goal
O'Brien
made a dynamite
minute
from just inside the 18-yard box in the
88th minute. The assist was given to save on a breakaway, finishing
junior midfielder Rebecca Ruth and the game with three saves while
Amy Jones as the Kni~hts blanked the registering her first shutout of the
season.
Owls, 3-0.

The women's soccer team makes a wall as the Lady Hatters (Stetson) prepare to take a
penalty kick against the Golden Knights. UCF won the conference-opening game 3-1.

